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Iawa March n, 1966 
Un1 ted Hat10DS 

We haw no hi&har calllDc than to pledge ourselwta as 1ndb1.dnale, as 

citizen£ ot a tree nation 1n the world eoct.av ot other ratloD81 to 

the task of uauring peaca • ••• now and forever. 

At thie orltlcal. hour ln world history, the United NatioDS la taoed 

We ehould recall that the tJ.N. was created to •reatt1rm tat.th t.n the 

f'undamental buiUI1 r1aht11 to pro.ote social progree......to unite our 

strength and to •t.ntaill 1ntematlonal peace and securitq-to save 

ncceedJ.D& genera t1ou the scourge ot w ... w 

More than 20 fear& ago the U.K. was oreatsd wt.th jubUant hope and 

enthust.um. !odlr 1 some believe these e., tiona have turned to OJDiclem ••• 

\hat the U.l. cannot BUl"'rlve 1n a controveret.al and turbulent world. 

Digitized from Box D19 of the Ford Congressional Papers: Press Secretary and Speech File at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library



Un1 ted Hatiou 
_,_ 

!rygN Lle, an able lecretar;r..O.neral. ot the orgmbatioo, cmce said 

t the intant United N8 tloD8 • ••• "We have buUt as •traaa an 

ozoganlsation as all ot thell could agree u~ and ... in their 

jucicamt1 codd in practice be etf4K'tbe at this staae f.D the 

history of the world.• 

!odq, hl8to17's stage is chaDpd. 

Since the words were utte:red l7 Hr. Lie, we haw witnesses the mshroo• 

of atoalo tur;r ••• the stark nallt¥ ot the tv"drogen bolllb•••••• centers 

ot world power are e•l"'lDa• • • Memershlp 1n the U .1. ls .:>re than 

doubled • ••• It 1a no 1CJDI8r an organisation ot the traditional and 

•jor powers. A group ot people tol'll a nation todq. It jolns the 

tJ. N. ta.orrov. 

Despite the new cballeaps, the new taroes, the strona wices of dissent 

there &1"8 
and crittotn..,. cries tor abol1ah1Dg the u.R., a world peace 

orgaisation vith a record ot JUjor aocOJSpliebllsnts. 



U.N. 

'1'he United Nations bas •de rapid etrldee 1n the fields of )laalt.h, 

agriculture, education and other a ctirlties related to economic 

and soc 1.al development. 

International protection is provided tor more than a mlllion refUse••• 

Unfortunates who are victims of aggreealon, oppression and mllltar,y 

oonfiict are provided fo~ shelter, medical care, education. 

More th8Jl Soo U.N. progrllllS bcn:aetlt children by helping the developt.nc 

countrles fight d18eaae1 huDger, -au.tr1t1on, igno:rance and the 

brelk-down ot tamil,y lite. 

Millions of chUdren are protected f'rotl malaria, tuberculoa1a1 

lePI'087. Millions more are cured. 

Children cau ht. 1n shanty towns and bil-ci ty slW118 are aided by the 

U. K. euppo\"\ ot clq-oare centaN, co-.mity' and health facilities. 

' 



u.u. 

Although the U.R. 1e strengthenlDg lta activltle& in the areas ot 

economic and social veltare, it fiiC8e other tuk• ot awes01111 propol"'tlona, 

among thea is the controversial i&IIU8 ot pe.aekeeplna tt.naDces. 

The put au..r. thel'e vas a capl tulation to the demanda ot the 

Soviet UniOD aDd U other natiou which allowed theN delinquenu 

to dodge their fin notal obligations as U.N. members. 

These meMber nations owed 1108 million on the basis ot a World Court 

U.B. peaceke8plng activities. 

In granting Rnssia aDd other nations .t\tll vot1Dg rights in the 

U.l. General J.asellbly despite their financial dellDquena;y the 

organization has beensaverely veakeD&d. 

In the tuture this condition Jlll&t be changed. lach nation mat bear 

its fair share to uintaln strength and untv ot purpose. 



U.N. 

Wt th a tullscale jungle war ln V1et •-. trouble bnwing 1n t'll8l\Y' 

places, an1 unrest 9VIf.Da through the target nations of CllllllUDi-, 

the u.R. hu a greater role and NsponaibUt~ than ever before. 

It should be obvious th:1t tho J .t • charter, created ln a lees 

troublesome tlme 1 should be re-exam1Ded vi th the thoqht ot more 

etttctent Vlf¥8 to cope with the 110dern proble• ot a .odern world. 

If we taU, we could a witness to oblirton. 

Somehow, so11e way, we mat 1neist that •lllber nations and othen ae 

vell conduct themselves within the rttles and regulattona ot the 

United lations. 

'l'he tJ. l . :raaet have nttictent, but lllltted, powers to prevent aggreaaiOD 

by those who would rttle the world with iron ttsts, 

Great power ad pte at danger go hed•in-hand. A atstake 1 a lapee 1D 

juctc-nt, an t.n.tant ot ••••• & achtsophreJltc dectaton could 

plUDge the naticma ot the world into OD8 t1na1 v.r, 

' 



u.n. 

I end thts message to 70ll who are coDdtact!Da a mdel United Matlcma 

on a campa~~ in the heartland of Altert.oa. 

We haft no higher oalllq than to pledge oureelw.• aa lndividuw, 

as citlzeu ot a tree uatlon in the society or other natl011111 

to the task ot asuriD& peace in the worldilt • • !!!! and torever. 



Reading Text 

Iowa March ll, 1966 
United Nations 

We have no higher calling than to pledge ourselves as individuals, as 

citizens of a free nation in the world society of other nations, to 

the task of assuring peace ••• • now and forever. 

At this critical hour in world history, the United Nations is faced 

with possibly its most important and meaningful task. · 

We should recall that the U. N. was created to "reaffirm faith in the 

fundamentaL human rights, to promote social progress---to unite our 

strength and to maintain international peace and security---to save 

succeeding generations the scourge of war.W 

More than 20 years ago the U. N. was created with jubilant hope and 

enthusiasm. Tod~ , some believe these emotions have turned to cynicism • •• 

that the U. N. cannot survive in a controversial and turbulent world • 

... 



U.N. 

Some opponents of the U.N., particularly those from overseas, Jft.81' 

have ulterior 110tives, others ~doubt the pract1cal1t7 ot 

such an organizatione 

We must face realitr1 even it we disagree with those who predict 

doom for the U.N. 

Certainl.¥ 1 the United Nat ions is in trouble • for it refiects the 

condition of the world. However, greatness emerges from trouble 

and strife. Greatness in accomplishments is the hallmark or free men -
working their will. 

I have great confidence that the strength of the United Nations 

will emerge if the peoples of the world stand strong in thei:J! faith. 

We can ask ••• what is the future for the United Nations? 

The answer may be-the right to suggest 1 to recoJIIIBnd, to persuade, 

and certainly 1 to deliberate. 

World atmosphere has drastically changed since the creation of the U.N. 

Therefore, suggestion_, recommendation, persuasion~ have to be conducted 
with different outlooks. 



United Nations 

Tr,ygve Lie, an able Secretary-General of the organization, once said 

of the infant United Nations •••• "We have built as strong an 

organization as all of them could agree upon, and as, in their 

judgment, could in practice be effective at this stage in the 

history of the world." 

Today, history's stage is changed. 

Since the words were uttered by Mr. Lie, we have witnesses the mushrooms 

of atomic fury ••• the stark reality of the ~drogen bomb •••• New centers 

of world power are emerging •• • Membership in the U.N. is more than 

doubled • ••• It is no longer an organization of the traditional and 

major powers. A group of people form a nation today. It joins the 

U.N. tomorrow • 

• 

Despite the new challenges, the new forces, the strong voices of dissent 

there are 
and criticism,~ cries for abolishing the U. N., a world peace 

organization with a record of major accomplishments. 

' 



U.N. 

The United Nations has made rapid strides in the fields of IJealth, 

agriculture, education and other activities related to economic 

and social development. 

International protection is provided for more than a million refugees. 

Unfortunates who are victims of aggression, oppression and militar,y 

conflict are provided food, shelter, medical care, education. 

More than 500 U. N. programs benefit children by helping the developing 

countries fight disease, hunger, malnutrition, ignorance and the 

break-down of family life. 

Millions of children are protected from malaria, tuberculosis, 

leprosy. Millions more are cured. 

Children cau, .ht in shanty towns and big-city slums are aided by the 

U. N. support of d~-care centers, community and health facilities. 

·, 



U.N. ~-

Although the U. N. is strengthening its activities in the areas of 

economic and social welfare, it faces other tasks of awesome proportions, 

among them is the controversial issue of peacekeeping finances . 

The past summer, there was a capitulation to the demands of the 

Soviet Union and 11 other nations which allowed these delinquents 

to dodge their financial obligations as U. N. members . 

These member nations owed $108 million on the basis of a World Court 

decision. The debt represents their share of financing previous 

U. N. peacekeeping activities . 

In granting Russia and other nations full voting rights in the 

U. N. General Assembly despite their financial delinquency the 

organization has beenseverely weakened. 

In the future this condition must be changed. Each nation must bear 

its fair share to maintain strength and unity of purpose. 

' 



U.N. 

With a fullscale jungle war in Viet Nam1 trouble brewing in many 

places, and unrest surging through the target nations of C~unism, 

the U. N. has a greater role and responsibility than ever before . 

It should be obvious that the U. N. charter, created in a less 

troublesome time, should be re-examined with the thought of more 

efficient ways to cope with the modern problems of a modern world. 

If we fail , we could be witness to oblivion. 

Somehow, some way, we must insist that member nations and others as 

well conduct themselves within the rules and regulations of the 

United Nations. 

The U. N. must have sufficient, but limited, powers to prevent aggression 

by those who would rule the world with iron fists 0 

Great power and great danger go hand-in-hand. A mistake, a lapse in 

judgment, an instant of madness, a schizophrenic decision could 

plunge the nations of the world into one final war. 



U. N. 

I end this message to you who are conducting a model United Nations 

on a campus in the heartland of kerica.tr4/ cfJ 7' ;:1-

We have no higher calling than to pledge ourselves as individuals, 

as citizens of a free nation in the society of other nations, 

to the task of assuring peace in the world.____ now and forever. - . 

Thank you. 

' 
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uln the name of the Father and of the Son and of the 
Holy Spirit, Amen 11 

We have no higher calling than to pledge ourselves as 

individuals, as citizens of a free nation in the world society 

ot other nations, to the task of assuring peace •••• ~ and forever. 

At this critical hour in the space of world history, we commemorate 

the ..._ anniversar,y of an organization whose goal and purpose 

is to ma.ke our world one ot meaningful peace. 

~~ 
~~ the 20th anniversary of the United Nations ••• created 

to •reatfi.rm faith in the fundamental human rights )to promote 

social progress-- to unite our strength and to maintain 

international peace and security- to save succeeding generations 

the scourge of war." 

with jubilant hopes and enthusiaBlll. Tolay, soma believe these 

e~~K>tions have turned to C1!lic1sm ••• that the U.N. cannot survive 

in a controversial and turbulent 1 , 
1 wo/liJ, 

-mora-

' 



U.N. n-!t~ 
#~-~·~:~ · 

-3-

~ I 
Trygve Lie once 

1 
said of the infant United ~··•• "We have 

built as strong an organization as all of them could agree upon, 

and as, in their judgment, could in practice be effective at this 

stage in the histor.y of the world•"••••••He spoke of the founding 

member nations. 

Tods1', hiator.y 's stage is chmged. 

-more-



u.». 

1 I ;ktt ;II 

Since the words were uttered by Teygve Lie 1 we have vi tnessed 

the mushrooms of atomic tury ••• the stark reality or the h3'drogen . .J n'~ 

bolllb. Rev centers ot pd1,er are emerging. It~ -~ /)~~ ~V' -' ~ 
kwfjJ I ~ kJ I'~ 4yH ~ ~;t;;. i ~~e;j-~ 
~~ a..~!J~~A./fJ~-r~.~~T4tttu ~ 
f Daspite thJ D81f ciAn,~s, the new forces, ~ strOng wices of' \ 

dissent and critici8lll1 the eynici8JI1 the cries for lbolishiDg the 

U.N., this great world peace organization has a record ot 

major accollplishmenta. 

The United Nations has ude rapid strides in the fields of health, 

~grieulture, edncation and other activities related to economic and 

social develo~nt. 

International protection is provided tor more tban a al.ll.1on ~ 
r~ 

More than 500 U.N. programs benefit children by helping developing 

countries tight disease, hanger, malmr~rition, ignorance and the 

break-down of f'Ulil.y lif'e. 

-more-

' 



U.N. 

1~~ 
Millions or children are -eta:Mes fudt ga bo4itag malaria~ tuberculosis, 

leprosy. Millions more are cured. 

(~,lied nu1; tin progr8Dls in 70 countrie 

IJ:j; rovernment~ inc~ase loc 

hi_;_ountri~ imary school teachers. 

Children caught in shanty towns and big-city alums are aided by the 

e~I'Jt .. u,..a-'1 ,, . 
U.N support or dq-care centers, o }fWr' and healthliiBa. 

Secretary General U Thant describes the U.N. •s world-wide work 

as •the foundation upon which new concepts of human welfare and 

solidarity are ~eing developed.• •••• This is one of the reasons 

wh1' 1965 is designated by the ~neral Assellb]J' as International 

Co-Operation Year. 

Although the U.N. is strengthening its activities in the areas or 

economic and social welfare, it faces other tasks of awesome 

proportiona. 

' 



U.N. 

' 

to dodge tboir f:;l::.:atj: ~;;;.zz:;~ 
These member na-..ions owe $108 million ••• a iil~[L 

~·~ 
in financing U.N. peacekeeping activities. 

A 

In granting Russia and other nations tull voting rights in the 

u'f:;:::!;.te~w. delinquency, -i ""'•!.-" the 

orgonis~~ 
In the future this condition mat be c~d. Each nation must 

v -....a 

bear its tair share to maintain ir&rength and unit.f ot purpose. 

-more-



U.N. -7- . 
~~ 

~-rk~~~ 
trouble brewiug 1n- placea, f~ W1 th a f'ullscal.e war in Viet Ha, 

and unrest surging through the target nations ot Coll!mllDisill, 

the U.R. hall a g:reate:t; role and reoponaibUit,' than -~· 
~(A,.~ 

It seems ~~ • the U.N. charter, created in a less troubleso. 

u., ahould be re-exailled with the tbought ot 1101'8 d' 'oloat~ 

-• d. ' g wqs to cope with the modern probleliS of a more modern vorl do 

It we tail, we could be witness to oblivion. 

"f";J-M~ 
So• how 1 some way, we mst insist that the member nations conduct 

/1 

thauelves within the ruhts and regulations of the United Nations. 

The U.N. mst haw sufficient, but limited, powers to prevent aggression 

by those who would rule the world with iron fists. 

Great power and great danger go bed-in-hand. A lld.stake, a lapse 

in judg•nt, an instant of JUdness could plunge the nations of the 

world into one final WSl' • 

-more-

' 



U.N. -8-

On this URi" a Nations ~ 1 'tie pay tribute to those who (J/-,-
A t/:.J;;J I{~ 

worked with dedication to set the goals or the fl'g"lntzat:t:uu. 

The U.N. reasons !or existence are clearly stated in the 

Prean.ble to the Charter. I repeat these goals, which I 

listed~- minutes ago. They are t •to reaffirm faith in the 

fundamental rights to promote social progress... to unite our 

strength and to maintain international peace and security • • • 

to save succeeding generations the scourge or war. • These words 

should be remembered. 

On this anniversar,y or the United Nlt ions, we salute those 

who wrote those brave words • • • we sal.., their vision • •• we 

salute those who have tried in the past 20 years to make these 

words a reality. 

-more-

' 



U.N. 9 

• 1
7 

i •• g s. 

I end this message as I began it. 

We have no higher calling than to pledge ourselves as individuals, 

as citizens or a tree nation in the society of other nations, 

to the taak or assuring peace in the world •••• now and foraYer. -- ..... 

j Aft~r you finish your talk conclude by saying: 

''Let us pray. 

·~, Eternal God, we beseech thee for all who serve in 
the United Nations Organization. Grant thy blessing 
upon their endeavors to heal the wounds of the world 
through cooperation in education and other fields of 
human service; and may thy Holy Spirit so guide their 
deliberations in Council and Assembly, that all causes 
of strife may be removed, and peace and concord be 
secured among all the peoples of the earth; through 
Jesus Christ our Lord." 



§&'-, 

A/OOol/Add. l* 
20 September 1965 

<{RI GINAL : ENGLISH 

I 

CAUTION ADVANCE c 0 p y 

The attached document, 11Introduction to the Annual Report of 

the Secretary-General on the Hark of the Organization11 

(document A/600ljAdd.1), is not to be made public by press, 

radio or other information media until : 

12 noon (EDT) Tuesday, 21 September 1965 

I 

' 



UNITED NATIONS 

GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY 

Twentieth session 

A/6ool/Add.l* 
20 September 1965 

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 

INTRODUCTION TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SECRETARY- GENERAL 
ON THE WORK OF THE ORGANIZATION 

(16 June 1964-15 June 1965) 

-* This document is a limited edition of the report which will appear in printed 
form as Supplement No. lA to the official records of the twentieth session of 
the General Assembly. 

65-22205 J ... 



A/6001/Add.l 
English 
Page 2 

I 

During the period of approximately ten months since the introduction to 

my last annual report on the work of the Organization was published in 

November 1964, there have been many developments on the international scene, 

which have inevitably had their repercussions on the United Nations. The 

postponements of the opening date of the nineteenth session of the General 

Assembly, and its inability, when it met, to follow the normal rules of procedure 

on account of the controversy over the applicability of Article 19 of the Charter, 

constituted the prime cause of concern. When the Assembly recessed on 

18 February 1965, a mood of frustration and dissatisfaction prevailed. There was 

no disputing the da~age which had been done to the effectiveness and dignity of 

the United Nations. Nevertheless, as I remarked at the time, the episode had 

its heartening aspe~t in the loyal and unceasing efforts of the Member states 

to preserve their Organization by finding a solution. 

Another regrettable development of direct concern to the United Nations 

was the announcement by Indonesia of its decision to withdraw from the 

Organization as from 1 Janua~65. Inevitably there were comparisons 

history of the League of Nations, but subsequent events have shown that 
with the 

some of 
those gloomy prognostications reflected undue pessimism. I sincerely hope that 

Indonesia's withdrawal from the United Nations is only a temporary phase and that, 

before long, Indonesia will find that its long-term interests can best be served 

by resuming its membership and by participating fully in the Organization's 
constructive activities. 

The desire of the Members to resolve the crisis in which the Organization 

had ~ound itself was reflected in the decision of the General Assembly, before it 

recessed in February, to establish the Special Committee on Peace-keeping 

Operations with the task of conduct-ing a com r h · · t ~ p e ens~ve rev~ew of he question of 
peace-keeping operations in all their aspects, including ways of overcoming 

the financial difficulties of the Organizat-ion. Dur-ing th b ~ ~ e su sequent months, 
strenuous efforts were made in the Special Committee to find at least an interim 

/ ... 

A/6001/Add.l 
English 
Page 3 

solution to the constitutional and financial problems covered by its terms of 

reference. That these efforts did not altogether succeed before 15 June, by 

which date the Committee was due to submit a report to the General Assembly, 

was only an indication of the serious differences of interpretation and opinion 

which continued to prevail among the Member States. In the circumstances, it 

was a substantial achievement that the Committee was able to reach a consensus by 

which the members agreed that the United Nations should be strengthened through 

a co-operative effort and that the General Assembly, when it reconvened, must 

conduct its work normally, according to its rules of procedure. 

The Special Committee resumed its work in mid-August and was able 

on 31 August to reach a further consensus which unquestionably represented 

considerable progress and gave rise to a new feeling of encouragement and hope . 

The consensus was as follows: 

"(a) That the General Assembly will carry on its work normally 
in accordance with its rules of procedure; 

"(b) That the question of the applicability of Article 19 of the 
Charter will not be raised with regard to the United Nations Emergency 
Force and the United Nations Operation in the Congo; 

"(c) That the financial difficulties of the Organization should 
be solved through voluntary contributions by Member States, with the 
highly developed countries making substantial contributions." 

Tribute is due to the patient and constructive work of the Committee and 

to the co-operation of all delegations, which made this result possible . Much, 

of course, remains to be done. The actual financial situation of the ·Organization, 

to which I refer elsewhere in this introduction, remains precarious at the time 

of writing. In addition, I wish to address an appeal to all Member States to 

co-operate with the Special Committee in completing its work and finalizing its 

recommendations on all points covered by its terms of reference. In my view 

it is essential for the successful conduct of peace-keeping operations in the 

future that we should have well-established ground rules and guidelines to 

govern them. This is particularly true of the financing of peace-keeping 

operations. As I have pointed o~t in connexion with the United Nations Force in 

I ... 



A/600J./Add. l 
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Cyprus, the policy of piecemeal extension 
b of peace-keeping operations . to 

e financed by vol.untary contributions , 
k ~ich may or may not be f'ortheoming~ 

ma es their efficient plannin • , 
I hope that this p~oblem willgrand.econom~cal running almost impossible . 

1 
ece1ve some attention at the twentieth 

sess on of the Genera]. Assembl 
. y and that the discussions on the 

may ass1st the Special Committee P . . subject 
on eace-keep~ng Operations in evolving 

and formulating its own recommendations on 
this urgent quest·ion. 

The difficulties of' the Or i . 
throu h t . gan zat1on proper were overshadowed 

g his per1od by adverse developments 
to which I shall make further . . in international relationships, 

ref'~rence 1n the pages that fall 
Yet, althougq a review of the last ten months ow. 

may leave behind it a 
general feeling of lack of h' 
h l 

ac 1evement, much constructive work in th 
w 0 e range of' activit' f , e 
a~si t 1es rom peace-keeping operations to technical 

u s ance, has been carried out durin th . 
Nations Force in CYPrus h g e per1od . For example, the United 

as made a significant contrib t• 
of peace in the area and to br' . , u 1on to the maintenance 

. . . 1ng1ng quiet to Cyprus, even though'th 
pol1t1cal problems remain unsolved e 
particular satisfa ti . • There have been accomplishments of 

c on 1n such other fields as economic and social 
development and decolonization 0 . 
has, in m v· • ur work 1n the economic and social field 

on Co-ord~na:::: ::e:haccurately a~sessed by the Administrative Committee 
e report on 1ts meeting in Vienna in the last ~·eek 

of April : .. 

. "As this session of the Administr . . 
1~ being held during International Co-~t1ve Comm1ttee on Co-ordination 
m1ddle of the United Nations D 1 peration Year, which marks the 
Administrative Committee on Coevediopme?t Decade, the members of the 
to 1 . -or nat~on deem ·t f't . 

. P ~ce part~cular emphasis on the st d 1 1 ' on th1s occasion, 
bu1ld1ng of peace through ea y progress achieved in the 

d . co-operative act· · an cultural fields and to la t 1on 1n the economic, social 
the result~ to which this int~r~a~~ss ~n the indisputable value of 

1ona co-operation has already led. 

I ... 
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"They are unanimously convinced that such co-operation, which 
the agencies of the United Nations system are empowered and equipped 
to promote and to assist, and the essentially technical character 
of which is a prerequisite for its success, must be further 
considerably strengthened and intensified, so as to respond more 
adequately to the increasing needs of the developing countries and 
to tbe promotion of peace and progress in the world as a whole . " 

I must add that it is the feeling of the Executive Heads of all the 

organizations that a pre-condition for the continued success of economic, 

social and cultural co-operation on an international plane is the preservation 

to the greatest possible extent of the essentially technical character of 

such action. I have previously had occasion to observe that it would be a matter 

for regret on the part of the entire international community if important 

meetings dealing with these questions, and depending for their success on the 

vital element of international co-operation, were to fail to yield solid results 

because of the introduction of highly contentious political issues into the 

discussions and deliberations . The admitted difficulty of drawing a clear 

line between what is political and what is not must not be allowed to distract 

the Member States from their specific duty to respect the Charter, the 

conventions and the constitutional procedures of the agency concerned and from 

their general obligation to safeguard, in the common interest, the future 

of international order itself. 

A development of note in recent years is an increasing movement towards 

seeking solutions to international problems within t he United Nations by way 

of consensus rather than by reliance upon majority votes . Thus, for example, 

detailed procedures of conciliation have been developed for the United Nations 

Conference on Trade and Development. There has also been a growing interest in 

methods of peaceful settlement of' international disputes, and there are at least 

three items on the provisional agenda of the twentieth session of the General 

Assembly which may lead to a comprehensive review of the whole question of · 

pacific settlement, both through the United Nations and through general 

diplomacy. 

; ... 
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Alon~side these developments, I have noted there has been a 
trend _ on the part i t· most welcome 

' n par lcular, of newly independent African States - to 
accept. often without extensive 

reservations, the compulsory jurisdiction of the 
International Court of Justice . 

I very much hope that this trend will be 
and that States will also hav.e continued, 
R . . more fr~quent recourse to the Court as a means of 
...,ettll~g theJ.r legal disputes . I would like to take this opportunity to draw 
attEntlon once more to the resolution adopted by 

1 the General Assembly in 10
7
47 ca ling upon Member Stat t 

es o accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the C t 
under Article 36} paragraph 2, of its Statute our 

The Court haR 1 d that it meri tR un · 1 . • "' a rea Y established 
.., 1 versa confJ.dence and if real progress is to be made in the 

peaceful sett~ement of disputes, I feel that the Court should increasingly 
to play the VJ.tal role envisioned for it in the Ch t come 

. ar er as the principal judicial 
organ of the United Nations . 

A different aspect of the 
in organized . t t. question of the extent of participation by countries 

ln erna lonal activities is raised by th 
e recent phenomenon of the 

emergence of exceptionally small new States . 
Their limited size and resources can 

pose a difficult problem as to the role thev 
,) should try to play in international 

life . In one or two cases, such States have 
t0 one decided to restrict their membership 

or more of the ~pecializ d . ' ..., e agencJ.es, so that they may at t . 
the fulle~t RR.bl . any ra e rece1ve 

"' po...,...,J. e ass1stance from the Unit d N t· 
economic and social development. I believe t:at :h lo:~ sy~tem in advancing their 
States mav · . .. . e lme as come when Member 

J Wlsh to e"canune more closely the . t . 
. crl erla for the admission of nevr 

Members in the llght of the long-term implication~ of t 
..., presen trends 

One of the important events of 1965 waR th 1 b . . 
· "' e ce e ratlon of the twentieth 

annl versar~r of the United Nations in San Francisco. 

City of San Francisco~ to its Mayor 

dedication to the United Nations 

Our thanks are due to the 

and to its distinguished citizens for their 

for the fitting way in which they 
celebration and f th 1 arranged the 

' or e r heartwarming hospitality Th . . . · • e occas1on provided an 
appropnate and timely reminder both of th h. 

. e ac levements of the international 
communlty and of the distance that still l. b 

les etween us and the goals we set 
ourselves two decades ago . 
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The deterioration in the international situation generally as well as the 
=-a - e: --·------

inability of the nineteenth session of the General Assembly to function normally, 

have made an adverse impact in the field of disarmament. No substantial progress 

has been achieved since my last report} and the high hopes engendered by the 

agreements reached in 1963 have been greatly diminished . 

Yet the danger to world peace looms large~ all the time . The past year has 

been marked by increasing concern over the evident intensification and extension 

of the nuclear arms race . The nuclear tests conducted by the People's Republic of 

China have raised the number of nuclear Powers to five. Other nations possess or 

are close to possessing a nuclear capacity which any worsening of global or 

regional relations may tempt or force them to explore . There is real reason for 

anxiety that, unless steps are taken quickly to halt the proliferation of nuclear 

Powers and weapons the nations of the world may within a very few years find the 

problem of proliferation beyond control . A world containing ten fifteen and 

perhaps even more nuclear Powers could well be a world confronting itself finally 

vTi th the question of its survival . 

A recognition of the sheer necessity of finding scme way to cope with the 

dangers of the arms race and of nuclear proliferation has at least led to a 

renewal of disarmament discussions and negotiations. The Disarmament Comnussion, 

composed of all the Members of the United Nations, underte>ok a comprehensive review 

of the whole range of disarmament problems and reached some significant decisions . 

One resolution welcomed the proposal for a world disarmament conference and 

recommended that the General Assembly should consider the proposal at its next 

session . A second resolution specifically recommended that the Conference of the 

Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament should give priority t o agreement on 

preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons and extending the partial test ban 

treaty to underground tests . The Commission indicated that in seeking new 

approaches to disarmament, all States, large and small, nuclear and non-nuclear , 

could make a contributi on . It also recognized that partial measures and limited 

steps offered the best prospects for early agreen1ent . The two measures sineled 

out for urgent action were viewed as the first concrete steps necessary to halt 

the further expansion of the arms race i n the nuclear field . 

I . .. 
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Detailed and expert negotiations were taken up in the Conference of the 

Eighteen-Nation Committee, which resumed its work at the end of July and is still 

in session at the time of writing. The very resumption of the Conference was of 

political importance in a period of increasing international tensions. The 

continuation of negotiations should provide opportunities to narrow the gap between 

opposing positions and to seek new areas of agreement on disarmament itself. At 

the same time, however, in disarmament as in other political questions, concessions 

are needed from all sides if agreements are to be reached. It is a matter not only 

for regret but also for grave concern that there is not yet sufficient evidence 

of a readiness to make .such concessions or accommodations in the form either of 
new proposals or of acceptable modifications of old ones. 

The prevention of the further proliferation of nuclear weapons is the most 

urgent question of the present time and should remain at the very top of the 

disarmament agenda. It is of prime importance tha.t both the nuclear and non-nuclear 

Powers give first priority to this problem and devote their concentrated and 

unceasing attention to solving it. The emergence of additional nuclear Powers 

threatens to have a contagious and cumulative effect, which may produce its own 

chain reaction. Both the nuclear and non-nuclear Powers must exercise the highest 

degree of responsibility and restraint to prevent that from happening. 

One hopeful development that indicates a practical recognition of this need 

for responsibility and restraint is to be found in the efforts of States of Latin 

America. Since the adoption of General Assembly resolution 1911 (XVIII) of 

27 November 1963 on the denuclearization of Latin America, they have made good 

progress towards an agreement to keep their territories free of nuclear weapons. 

Success in their endeavours Will not only be an achievement of great benefit to 

the States of Latin America, militarily, politically, econonically and socially; 

it can, indeed, be of great importance to the world at large. It may well have a 

catalytic effect on other initiatives for denuclearization, for preventing tb.e 

further spread of nuclear weapons, and for other measures of disarmament. 

The year 1~5 marks not only the twentieth anniversary of the founding of 

the United Nations; it signals also the twentieth anniversary of the explosion 

of the first atomic bomb. It is not by the force of nature but by his own will 
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that man finds himself engaged in a race between building a better world and 

destroying an imperfect one. And it is in the power of man alone to determine how 

that race will end. A growing awareness that the decisive moment may be close 

d d d a more persistent search, for ne-vr ideas should lead to a more insistent eman , an 

and ne1v methods for bringing about disarmamen · an as 1.ng · t d 1 t . peace The search for 

On Simultaneously in many ways - multilaterally and bilaterally, solutions can go 

on a universal basis and at regional levels. It must go on. 

There has been some further progress in the area of international co-operation 

Several international programmes, such as the in the peaceful uses of outer space. 

International Year of the Quiet Sun, the n erna J.ona I t t . 1 Indian Ocean Expedition, the 

World Magnetic Survey and others, have developed successfully during the period. 

On the basis of unanimous opinion within the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of 

decided that the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee need not Outer Space, it 1vas 

meet in 1965, but that 

continue to fulfil the 

the Committee, with the assistance of t he Secretariat, should 

objectives in the field of science and technology which were 

t In response to the Committee's request, the outlined in its previous repor . 

Secretariat has been compiling information for a report on the possibility of 

establishing a civil • World-w~de navigational satellite system. The Secretariat has 

;nformat;on on facilities for education and training in also continued to compile • • 

related to the Peaceful uses of outer space, as well as to compile basic subjects 

reviews of national and co-operative international space activities on the basis of 

information voluntarily submitted by Member States. These compilations are to be 

published every other year. 

t . d to rece;ve from Member States literature on t he The Secretariat has con 1.nue • 

t h 1 rr The Member States have goals, tools, applications and results of space ec no OoY· 

been given information on various space conferences and symposia open to their 

scientists. Consultations have proceeded with the specialized agencies and the 

Committee on Space Research on e ques 1on o th t . f the possible need for material which 

f activities and also on the question of would enhance popular understanding o space 

the distribution of technical literature. 

I ... 
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. It is now to be hoped that further steps in inte . 
fJ.eld may result from th d . . rnatJ.onal co-operation in this 

e ecJ.sJ.on, to which I f . 
last annual report by th C . re erred J.n the introduction to the 

' e ommJ.ttee on the p f 
establish a working g eace ul Uses of Outer Space to 

roup of the whole t · 
and objectives of an . t . o examJ.ne the desirability, organization 

J.n ernatJ.onal conference or . 
exploration and peaceful meetJ.ng to be held in 1967 on the 

uses of outer space. The workin 
meet in September 'll g group, which is due to 

' WJ. report to the Committee at J.·t 
Th c s next session. e ommittee's LegalS b C . 

u - OmrnQttee has meanwhile 
drafting of the international agreements continued to work on the 

on assistance to d 
and space vehicles and on liabilit f an return of astronauts 

Y or damage caused b b' 
The completion of the t y o Jects launched into space. 

wo agreements would contr'b t 
development of the 1 f 1 u e substantially to the 

aw o outer space, and it is to be h 
address itself to further b . oped that the Committee will 

su jects J.n respect of which 
Taking this question as legal rules are essential. 

a whole, we can in my view 1 . 
very significant pr . c aJ.m that there has been 

ogress J.n the past few years in . 
ensure that the exploration and the UnJ.ted Nations in seeking to 

use of outer space Hould b . 
purposes. General Assembl . e confJ.ned to peaceful 

Y resolutJ.on 1884 (XVI ) 
endorsed and broadened th d . II of 17 October 1963, which 

e un erstanding reach d b t 
America and the Unio f . . e e ween the United States of 

n o SovJ.et Socialist Republics 
outer space any objects carrying to refrain from stationing in 

nuclear weapons or other 
destruction, and resolution 1962 weapons of mass 
De (XVIII) of 13 December 1963, containJ.'ng the 

claration of Legal Principles 
Governing the .Activities of States J.'n the 

Exploration and Use of Oute S 
. . r pace, were very important 

SJ.gnifJ.cantly to meet the . . steps. They helped 
J.ncreasJ.ngly insist t d 

spa h en emand for ensuring that outer 
ce s ould be used exclusively for peaceful 

ho purposes. I had m lf 
pe, on the occasion of the adoption yse expressed the 

i 1 of resolution 1884 (XVIII), that its 
mp ementation should assist in placin 

of scientific and t h . g necessary restrictions on the military 
ec nolog1 cal dev 1 uses 

e opments. I should like once 
my sincere hope that the positive tre d th 
the peaceful uses of t n at has developed in the 

ou er space will not be halt d e or reversed. 

again to express 

United Nations in 
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Some consolation may be drawn from the fact that neither the sharpening of 

international political problems nor the financial crisis within the United Nations 

seriously affected the momentum of existing international action in the economic 

and social fields. Yet here, too, a disturbing shadow has been cast, in the form 

of a worsening of the relative economic position of the developing countries. 

Since my last report there has been a deterioration in market conditions for 

exports from those countries, after improvements which proved short-lived. The 

year 1965 opened with export prices at a lower level than twelve months previously, 

and still falling. Once again, therefore, it has to be recorded that the terms of 

trade are moving against the developing countries. The danger of this trend in 

world trade is accentuated by problems of external financial imbalance in leading 

industrial countries, causing them to adopt restrictive measures and to hold back 

on programmes of development assistance. 

This situation gives added significance to the results of the first United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development and to the action which has followed 

it . The work started by the Geneva Conference was carried an important step 

further when the General Assembly gave its unanimous approval to the establisnment 

of the new institutional machinery of the Conference. The machinery is endowed 

with an instrument that is new to the United Nations system - a mechanism 

consisting of special procedures with which to formularize conciliation between 

various interests before voting takes place. The primary objective of these 

procedures is to maintain the fundamental principle of equality of vote while at 

the same time taking into account the fact that specific recommendations for action 

may substantially affect the economic and financial interests of particular 

countries. Recommendations which do not reflect the common will of all parties 

concerned run a grave risk of remaining without effect on national policies, since 

they cannot be assured of the positive support and co-operation of the various 

Governments to which they are addressed. The conciliation mechanism, which will 

no doubt give a new dimension to international co-operation within the United 

Nations by recognizing the different requirements of the contemporary world, will 

represent an important tool in the continuing process of adjustment through 

negotiation and mutual accommodation. It is equally important, however, that· we 

should be aware that this mechanism is only part of what is needed to arrive ~t 
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satisfactory and practical agreements. The success of the new procedure must 

depend largely on the will to arrive at solutions. 

The main objective during the past year has been the administrative and 

organizational consolidation of the new institutional machinery. A solid 

foundation for future work has now been established. The first session of the 

Trade and Development Board established four specific committees, all of which 

will bear important responsibilities and will become centres for the formulation 

of policies in their respective fields, with an appropriate institutional basis. 

They will thus be capable of contributing efficiently and expeditiously to the 

implementation of the work programme of the Conference. 

Despite the progress made in the organizational and administrative field, 

however, the year has not fulfilled the hopes generated in developing countries 

by the agreements reached in Geneva. Many of the Geneva recommendations, adopted 

either unanimously or by large majorities, still remain to be implemented. That 

the implementation of these recommendations is necessary and that the time for it 

is ripe is, I believe, hardly open to question. Such action would not only assist 

economic development in the developing regions and thus strengthen the worldts 

economy, but it would also have a positive and far-reaching effect on the 

international climate in general. The new trade machinery is not just another 

forum for exerting pressure. It should be a centre for formulating new policies 

and for achieving specific solutions of trade problems. More specifically, it is 

an indispensable instrument for the adoption, by both developed and developing 

countries, of new approaches to international economic problems within the context 

of a new awareness of the needs of developing countries. I am confident that 

answers to those problems will be found if all parties continue to show the same 

patience and the same spirit of conciliation they have shown during this first 

year of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. 

Aside from trade, this year of political and financial difficulties has been 

one of intensified activity in all sectors of the economic and social field. The 

fact that twenty years after the signing of the Charter we find ourselves at the 

midpoint of the United Nations Development Decade, as well as the realization that, 

so far, progress towards the objectives of the Decade has been disappointingly 
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h S led Member States to look to the 
United Nations for greater assistance 

slow, a 'd regress and to sharpen and multiply the 
in their efforts to achieve more rap~ p . . 1 from the recent 

t o the Organization for this purpose. Th~s ~s c ear 
tools available b dies 

and Social Council and its subsidiary o • 
r ecords of the Economic th relationship 

new emphasis has been given are e 
Among the problems to which a d "ties 

phenomenon of migration towar s c~ • 
of population gro~th to development and the. Governments more insight into these 

mmes have been launched to g~ve 
Research progra is also a greater awareness of 

. e wa s of solving them. There 
problems and ~nto th y 1 of human resources and factors, 

1 . · of the ro e 
the importance of social ~o lClSS - t'on in the shaping of a better 
especially those represented by the youn~er gene~a l 'tivities aimed at fostering 

I th economic field, Unlted Natlons ac 
life for all. n e t and there has been a 

t re gaining a new momen um, 1 
industrial developmen a . Throughout the economic and socia 

f th Secretariat in thlS area. 
strengthening o e 'th wh'ch the Advisory Committee 

. 1 ted by the energy w~ l 
field, work has been stlmu a . d S . 1 Council has set about its 

. d Technology of the Economlc an ocla 
on Sclence an 

task. . 
. 1 1 noteworthy is the increaslng 

attention given to development 

number of Governments which resort 

knowledge of the methods which 

PartlCU ar Y . 

d "th it the desire of the growlng 
planning an , Wl ' 

t hrough the United Nations a better 
to 'it to obtain in the most coherent and 

Organize their development efforts 
can help them to . 

d this as significant and promislng, 
ful manner I regar 

purpose • . d S . 1 Council to the idea of 
. b the Economlc an ocla . 

support glven Y · f'eld 

and I welcome the 

having a group of 

· t the Secretariat in thlS l • 
high-level experts assls d range of problems and more 

. undertaken over a broa er 
More research has been b the Organization through its 

id d to Governments Y 
assistance is being prov e . k s an executing agency of the 

mmes and through lts wor a 
technical assistance progra . d N tions an increasing number 

ter is entrusting to the Unlte a 
Special Fund. The lat 1 ment of natural resources. 

. 11 in the area of the deve op 
of projects, especla Y 
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The ability of the Organization to provide guidance to those shaping 

national development policies and to promote international co-operation for 

narrowing the gap between rich and poor countries has owed much, and more this 

year than in the past, to the dynamism of the regional economic commissions . This 

is reflected in the increased number of meetings held and projects carried out at 

the regional level. Tbgether with the creation of the United Nations Institute 

for Training and Research and the steps taken to continue and enlarge the 

World Food Programme, the launching of the African Development Bank and the 

measures aimed at the establishment of an Asian Development Bank must be 

considered as major advances on the institutional front . 

The Economic and Social Council has reaffirmed the objectives of the United 

Nations Development Decade and stressed the importance of increasing the quantity 

and quality of international aid and co-operation. It is to be hoped that the 

interest shown in better planning at the national level will lead to those 

objectives being translated into a coherent set of interrelated goals and targets 

providing a framework for the development efforts of the world community over the 

next five or ten years , as well as a better means of measuring the progress 

achieved. This should enhance our abili~y, in the years to come, to improve upon 

the perfonmance in the first half of the United Nations Development Decade, during 

which shocking disparities in conditions and levels of living have continued 
to persist . 

The two large United Nations development assistance progranm1es supported by 

voluntary contributions - the Ex~anded Programme of Technical Assistance and the 

Special Fund - have had another year of vigorous activity. I may mention that 

iD"July~I965 the Expanded Programme observed a notable anniversary by completing 

its first fifteen years of operation. In a special review marking the oc~asion, 
the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board recalled that assistance 

had been given to more than 120 developing countries . This assistance took the 

form of 32,000 man-years of advice and the award of 31,700 fellowships for study 

abroad, as well as seminars and training courses and the provision of equipment 

for demonstration, training and investigation purposes . To make these services 

and facilities available, a total of almost $500 million was spent by the 

participating organizations in the fifteen years, all of it derived from the 
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that those Governments will ts I am sure Voluntary contributions of Governmen . d f 

. t"f"able feeling of satisfaction, indee o share with the organizations a JUS 1 1 i which has amply 
. h ts of this unprecedented enterpr se, Pride, in the accompl1s men t d action in meeting some 

d th value of cancer e trated both the feasibility an e 
demons . · a disinterested manner of the most pressing needs of the developing countr1es ln 

litical considerations. . . th 
free from po f" ld operations are cont1nu1ng at e t Expanded Programme, 1e 

In the curren . . 
65

_
1966 

A new element in the 
d> . llion for the b1enn1um 19 • 

record level of ~101 ml 1 countries a small number 
f "ts funds to assign to severa 

Programme is the use o 1 . 1 d executive responsibilities, 
f ll defined operat1ona an 

of experts with orma Y . 
1 

C .
1 

in lQ64 . The greater 
. . made b the Economic and Socla ouncl 

pursuant to a dec1S10n y . before of the supply of advisory 
Part Of the Programme, however, conslsts as t• d ·n a 

Such work has con 1nue 1 ·nstructors and fellowships. 
experts, consultants, 1 . l"~nng for support from the 

wa to larger proJects qua 1•J• 
number of cases to open the y lackening of the demand by 

d· at the same time, there has been no s 
Special Fun ~ . h. h the Expanded Programme is at range of servlces w 1C 
Governments for the gre t ttention has been given by 

. d On the whole, grea er a 
uniquely suited to prOV1 e. t ds and to the use of the 

earing their demands to ~evelopmen nee t 
Governments to g fully integrated element of their developmen 
facilities of the Programme as a assistance could substantially 
strategy. There remains no 

and usefully be increased. 

doubt that the scale of 

1965 the Special Fund also set a new pace During 1 
"1 approved a record leve activities . The Governing Counc1 t 

in its development assistance 

of 111 new projects 

This brought the total programme o W;th an over-all cost of $265.5 million. db the 
• of which is being provide y 522 Pro.J·ects costing $1,151 million, 58 per cent . 

There was also an impress1ve recipient Governments and the remainder by the Fund. 

rations· disbursements of Special Fund resources are 
growth in the level of ope . d>75 "llion in 1965 compared with 

b t n $70 million and ~ ml ' 
expected to rise to e wee . 

1 
increase in field work is 

64 p rticular credit for thls arge 
$48.7 million in 19 . a . ear themselves to carry out 
due to the ability of the executing agencles to g 

operational • act;vity on an entirely new scale. 
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. 
forty-two over the previous five years . These and other projects at present in 

operation have already yielded a harvest of significant returns . Surveys and 

feasibility studies have provided much useful data on natural resources and 

industrial and agricultural potentialities in scores of developing countries . 

Projects supporting applied research have brought science and technology to 

The number of Special Fund-assisted pre-investment projects reaching 

completion also rose steeply. With projects averaging four years in duration, 

field work will have been completed on some forty of them in 1965 compared with 

bear on economic growth in hundreds of practical ways, and advanced education and 
technical training have continued apace , 

Some of the these results can be given in statistical terms, and these are 

impressive and gratifying. By 1 July 1965, nineteen projects had directly or 

indirectly led to the investment of over $1,026 million in domestic and external 

capital. Over 70,0)0 senior and middle-level engineers, technicians, instructors, 

managers, supervisors and administrators had been trained under Special Fund 

auspices . Besides building up supplies of knowledge, capital and manpower, the 

Fund- assisted projects had helped to establish or strengthen, in all developing 

regions, vital training, research, planning and service institutions from which 

future growth will spring. Still greater results from this pre-investment 

assistance may be confidently forecast as the programme continues to expand in 
scope and effectiveness . 

Increased resources are needed by both the Expanded Programme and the Special 

F~d if they are to meet a larger proportion of the rising requests for their 

services . That is why I have urged that the General Assembly raise to $200 million 

the annual target for the two programmes together. I am happy to note that this 

suggestion has received the support of a number of Governments . It is my hope, 

moreover, that the Assembly will shortly be able to consider and expeditiously 

approve the Economic and Social Council's proposals for combining the Expanded 

Programme and the Special Fund in a new United Nations Develo~ment Programme. 

I have expressed the view on other occasions that this consolidation has now 

become a matter of scme urgency; it should help to rationalize the efforts and 

considerably to strengthen the capacity of the United Nations famil~ of 

organizations to help meet the urgent needs of the developing countries for 

accelerated economic and social advance in the second half of the Unit~d Nations 
Development Decade . 
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half of the Development Decade I have mentioned earlier that the first in 

. t in human resources f the necessity to l.nves more 
has seen an awareness o . This investment must 

achieve economic growth and socl.al progress. . to 
order to the child. The phenomenon of children grow1ng. 
logically begin with d f l1.fe can 

unprepared for the deman s o adulthood unhealthy, uneducated and . developing 
problems facing children l.n only retard progress. The grave . d It is virtually 

t"ll however insufficiently recognl.ze . 
countries are s l. ' . wit~ a very low national income to provide all the 
impossible for countrl.es . gh h" vulnerable years and pr-epare 

t rotect the chl.ld throu l.S 
services necessary o p . d for far greater outside 

h n e There l.S a nee 
him for life in an era of c a g • . untries meet the needs 

Specifically directed to helping developl.ng co resources 

of the rising generation. 

In ensuring a useful and productive future for children and youth in 

an essential task accordingly developing societies, t ·ng its 
t ~ aid frcm the Fund are ou pacl. d . but the reques s ~or d 

Children's Fun · t $
35 

million must be sprea 

falls to the United Nations 

The current annual expenditures of abou . 
resources . . id of children 1.n the 

countries and territories for programmes l.n a . 
over 118 . vocational training and social servl.ces . fl.. elds f health nutrition' educa.tl.on' . of the 

o ' "th the technical agencl.es tive ventures w1. These programmes are co-opera t 1 ss 
need to meet on-going projec s, e 

United Nations family . Because of the by the Executive Board of 
e allocations made 

than 10 per cent of the programm . While aid from the 
6 ld be devoted to new prOJects . 

the Fund in June 19 5 cou it clearly does not yet 
b highly effective in many areas, t F

und continues to e · th Developmen 
have sufficient resources to carry out fully its vital role l.n e 

Decade . despite difficulties within I think it is appropriate to recall that, t· ns 
Unl..ted Nations peace-keeping opera l.O ' the financing of 

the membership over t" of this nature have been maintained according th t ual opera l.Ons b~' 
all of e ac t d d in a limited form, 3 t· s in fact ex en e ' 
to plan. Peace-keeping ac l.on wa . . the Dominican Republic. In 

th u ited Nat1.ons 1.n 
the mission undertaken by e n . . t the importance which most 

t . continued to v1.nd1.ca e all cases these opera l.ons 
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Member States attach to the valuable function which the United Nations is capable 

of carrying out in situations which are by common consent judged dangerous to 
international peace. 

Among the present United Nations peace-keeping operations, that in Cyprus 

continues to be a major concern of the Organization. The duration of the 

United Nations Force in Cyprus, which was established on 27 March 1964 for three 

months, has repeatedly been extended under its original mandate, the last time 
for a period of six months ending on 27 December 1965. 

The repeated extension of the Force by the Security Council, involving the 

agreement of the parties directly concerned in the SlErus problem, attests 

abundantly to the helpful if not indispensable rnle of the F;;c~. 
situation 

have been 

of active hostilities, it has been possl"ble t k 
o ma e some progress towards the 

relaxation of prevailing restrictions and a return to normal conditions . There 

is no doubt that this general ~provement has been due in large measure to the 

efforts of the United Nations Force . While the Force has been successful 

in these respects, the underlying causes of the conflict remain without change . 

The Government of Cyprus, on the one hand, and the Turkish Cypriot leadership, 

on the other, have maintained their basic positions regarding the future of 

the country and their relations continue to be marred by suspicion and mistrust. 

The continuance of the armed confrontation between the two sides makes the 

present quiet little more than an uneasy truce . I am convinced that there 

would be an imminent danger of violence breaking out anew and quickly if the 
United Nations Force were to be withdrawn from the island. 

In the light of this situation, I had no sound alternative but to recommend 

that the Security Council extend the Force once more . But I did so with some 

misgivings . As time goes by, the Force may find that it will have to make 

greater efforts to obtain smaller results, while the United Nations will find 

the responsibility of financing the operation increasingly difficult, particularly 

since the financial burden is being borne by the generous voluntary contributions 

of only a handful of Member States. An indefinite prolongation of the Force 

contains also the danger of perpetuating the present stalemate by providing the 

parties concerned with an excuse for not exerting all possible efforts towards a 
settlement. 

The need therefore becomes 

solution to the Cyprus problem. 
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all the more urgent to achieve a political 

To help the parties find this solution, the 

United Nations Mediator on Cyprus, Mr . Galo Plaza, devoted his best efforts 

from September 1964 to March 1965. On 26 March, he submitted to me a 

report on the mediation activities, which I found encouraging because it 

envisaged a reasonable basis for a settlement of the problem. In view of the 

to transmit it importance which I attach to the Mediator ' s report, I decided 

immediately to the parties concerned as well as to the members of the Security 

Council. 

Unfortunately, two of the parties reacted negatively to the report, to 

such an extent that the Mediator has been unable actively to continue his 

endeavours since the publication of the report . While I deeply regret this 

turn of events, I believe that it should not preclude a continuation of efforts 

by all possible means to bring about direct discussions and negotiations between 

the parties concerned, as recommended by the Mediator and in the light of his 

analysis of the situatlon. · It l·s my earnest hope that, in the interest of t he 

well-being of the people of Cyprus and the cause of international peace and 

security, these parties will soon find it possible to meet together in the 

search for a peaceful solution and an agreed settlement of the Cyprus problem, 

f th S · ty Councl"l resolution of 4 March 1964. At my in the true spirit o e ecurl 

remal·ns available to the parties for the continuation of request, the Mediator 

"th th · · ns of that resolution. the mediation effort, in accordance w1 e prOV1Slo 

A new United Nations mission in t he peace-keeping category was established 

in the Dominican Republic following the adoption by the Security Council of 

resolution 203 (1965) of 14 May 1965 which called for a strict cease-fire in 

that country and inviteg me to send a representative there for the purpose 

of reporting to the Council on the prevailing situation. In pursuance of 

that resolution, I appointed Mr. Jose Ant onio Mayobre as my Representative 

in the Dominican Republic . 

The situation in the Dominican Republic arising from the civil strife 

which broke out in Santo Domingo at the end of April 1965, was of unusual 

complexity. It had considerable international repercussions, reflected in 

numerous Security Council meetings , particularly wit h regard to t he unilateral 

military invol vement of the United Stat es in the i nitial stage and, l ater, to 
I 
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the actions of the Organization of American States, including the establishment 

and deployment in Santo Domingo of a force designated as the Inter-American 

Peace Force. The violent struggle between contending parties in the Dominican 

Republic generated deep-seated feelings of hatred and mistrust. The rapidly 

deteriorating economic situation resulting largely from the crisis added another 

disturbing dimension to the problems confronting the country. 

While the mandate of my Representative in the Dominican Republic is a 

limited one, the effect of his role has been significant. When he arrived in 

Santo Domingo on 17 May, fighting between the two Dominican contending parties 

had flared up despite a cease-fire agreement reached on 5 May under the auspices 

of the Organization of American States . MY Representative played a major role 

in bringing about a cessation of hostilities on 21 May. Since then the situation 

has remained generally quiet, although there have been a number of isolated 
incidents . My Repr s t t· i t e en a 1ve, ass s ed by a small but efficient staff, has 

kept me informed as to the situation both in Santo Domingo and in the interior 

of the country, regarding not only the observance of the cease-fire but also 

serious cases of violations of human rights and the prevailing economic conditions . 

I have transmitted this information to the Security Council at frequent intervals, 

thus keeping the Council informed of all important events and developments . 

It bears ment~oning that for the first time a United Nations peace mission 

has found itself operating in the same area and dealing with the same matters 

as an operation of a regional organization, in this instance the Organization 

of American States . Apart from its deeper implications, this circumstance has 

given rise to some special and unfamiliar problems in the way of relationships 

and liaison, which have however, been progressively surmounted. 

The presence of my Representative in the Dominican Republic has undoubtedly 

been a moderating factor in a difficult and dangerous situation which, at the 

time of writing, holds promise of being peacefully resolved . 

The newer peace-keeping efforts of the United Nations in Cyprus and in 

the Dominican Republic have naturally tended to overshadow those of much longer 

standing: the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine, the 
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United Nations Emergency Force and, until the recent renewal of conflict over 

Kashmir, the United Nations Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan. To 

the extent that any generalization can be valid, these three operations, like 

the United Nations Force in Cyprus, have often seemed to possess the limitations 

of their own success, namely, that they have helped over long periods to contain 

and isolate explosive situations without really affecting the basic causes of 

conflict . ~ro of the three have lasted for sixteen years and one for nearly 

nine years; all have been indispensable for most of that time to relative peace 

and order in the areas in which they operate, and their withdrawal would without 

question have had far-reaching consequences . On the other hand, the very fact 

that they have become an accepted and semi-permanent part of the way of life in 

the areas has tended to some extent to reduce the sense of urgency which might 

stimulate a search by the parties concerned for a basic and peaceful solution of 

their conflicts . This state of affairs is no reflection on the conduct and 

competence of the officers, men and Secretariat officials of these three missions; 

on the contrary it is perhaps the best testimony to their eff~ctiveness, good 

judgement, courage and vigilance . It is, none the less, a dilemma which Member 

States would do well to study carefully in relation to both present and future 

operations of a peace-keeping nature, with a view to strengthening the machinery 

for peace-making (good offices, negotiation, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, 

etc . ) parallel to that of peace-keeping. 

While the foregoing considerations apply to the Military Observer Group in 

India and Pakistan in a general sense, its position warrants further comment. 

There is no doubt in my mind that over a long period the presence of the Group 

acted to scme extent as a deterrent to the renewal of hostilities; however, as 

I pointed out in my report to the Security Council of 3 September 1965 on the 

situation which had by that time developed in Kashmir, it must be recognized that 

the mandate of the mission had been strictly limited in scale and scope . The 

mission had consisted simply of a group of forty-five officers stationed along 

a cease-fire line almost 500 miles in length; it had been given the quite limited 

function of observing and reporting and of investigating complaints of violations 

received from either party; it had no authority or function entitling it to 
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enforce or prevent anything, or to try to ensure that the cease-fire was respected. 

Since the Security Council is, at the time of writing, actively seized of the 

crisis over Kashmir, I do not think it appropriate for me to go further in the 

present context than to ask that those limitations should be properly understood. 

One operation of a peace-keeping nature, the United Nations Yemen Observation 

Mission, was terminated on 4 September 1964, having been established by the 

Security Council on 11 June 1963. This operation was both limited in scope and 

small in size. Its function was to observe and report on the implementation of 

the disengagement agreement in Yemen between the United Arab Republic and 

Saudi Arabia in the effort to ensure against any developments in the situation that 

might threaten the peace of the area. As I reported to the Security Council 

on 2 July 1964, the Mission observed only a disappointing measure of disengagement, 

in particular with regard to the withdrawal of the troops of the United Arab 

Republic, and I appealed most urgently to the parties concerned to meet at the 

highest level with a view to achieving full and rapid implementation of the 

disengagement agreement. I also warned the Council that in my opinion the 

Mission should be terminated in September 1964, if no improvement in the situation 

was by then evident. The parties concurred in the termination of the Mission 

on 4 September. Since that time there have been favourable developments, 

culminating in consultations and agreement at the highest level among the parties, 

which I had always felt to be essential to a solution of the situation in Yemen. 

As far as the United Nations Mission was concerned, its mandate was so 

limited, being restricted to observation and reporting only, that inevitably the 

results achieved were widely interpreted as disappointing. There is little doubt 

that the Mission could have accomplished much more if its functions had been 

broader and stronger. Yet, in the circumstances, I believe that the Mission 

actually accomplished more than could have been expected of it and that, during 

its fourteen months of existence, it exercised an important restraining influence 

on hostile activities in the area. The problem continued inevitably to rest 

between the two principal countries involved, the United Arab Republic and Saudi 

Arabia, whose Heads of State have now successfully brought their statesmanship to 
bear on finding an agreed settlement. 
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In the introduction to the annual report last year, I recalled the continued 

efforts of the United Nations in the field of decolonization and referred to the 

major questions in that field for which solutions had to be found through peaceful 

means and which therefore called for attention by the General Assembly. 

In the intervening period, another former dependent territory, the Gambia, 

acceded to independence and constitutional progress towards self-government and 

independence was made in some of the remaining dependent territories. However, the 

problems to which I referred last year remain without any positive movement towards 

peaceful solution. The Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the 

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial 

Countries and Peoples, which continued to discharge its mandate as established by 

the General Assembly in resolution 1956 (XVIII) of 11 December 1963, accordingly 

gave priority in its work to examining the situation in those territories which 

continued to give cause for serious concern. 

With regard to southern Rhodesia, the United Kingdom Government found it 

necessary, in view of its concern about the possibility of unconstitutional action 

by the Government of the Territory, to reiterate its warning of the serious 

Whl..ch would flow from a unilateral declaration of independence by that consequences 

Government. It also reaffirmed its intention of pursuing the search for a political 

settlement basfd on general consent. However, no progress can yet be recorded in 

this regard and it is to be hoped that a basis for early independence, acceptable 

to the majority of the population, will soon be found which, in conformity with 

the pertinent United Nations resolutions, will embody full democr~tic freedom and 

recognition of the equal rights of all the inhabitants. 

In the case of the territories under Portuguese administration, there was no 

change in Portugal's position of non-compliance with the relevant United Nations 

resolutions and in its refusal to co-operate with the Organization in implementing 

them. Far from recognizing the right of the inhabitants to self-determination, 

as laid dmm by the General Ass em y, 1. pur ibl •t sued its policy of closer political 

and economic integration of the territories with Portugal. 
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Likewise, South Africa has maintained its disregard of United Nations 

resolutions concerning South West Africa and its attitude 
4 of non-co-operation 

in this respect. In addition to continuing the application of apartheid policies 

in the territory, it has taken preliminary steps to implement some of the 

recommendations of the Odendaal Commission which, in the view of the Special 

Committee, would lead to the partition of the territory and its absorption into 
South Africa. 

In regard to the territories mentioned above 
. , the Special Committee gave 
~ncreasing attention to the implications of the 

activities of foreign economic 
and othe.:r interests and their mode of operation in ord t 

er o assess their economic 
and political influence. It is the hope of the Special Committee that a study 
of these activities will result in greater appreciat;on 

4 ~ of some of the factors 
impeding the implementation of the Declaration. 

At its nineteenth session, the General Assembly, following a recommendation 

by the Special Committee and in response to an invitation by New zealand as the 

administering Power, authorized the supervision by the United Nations of the 
elections in the Cook Islands, including observation of the 
t proceedings concerning 
he Constitution in the Legislative Assembly to be elected. The report of the 

United Nations Representative appointed for the purpos . t . 
e rema~ns o be cons~dered 

by the General Assembly. It is hoped that the Assembly's deliberations and those 

of the Special Committee will lead to increased co-operation between 
p administering 

owers and the Organization in regard to dependent territor· 
~es. 

Another development of note was the decision of the Spec;al . 
• 4 Conmu ttee to 

hold meet~ngs in Africa during May and June 1965 in order to establish di t 

contact with peoples under colonial rule in the continent and to acquire :ec 

deeper knowledge of their situation as well as of their aspirations. 

. In the resolutions adopted by the Special Committee quring its meetings in 

Afr~ca, emphasis was placed on the legitimacy of the struggle of colonial peoples 

to secure the effective exercise and enjoyment of the rights set forth in the 
Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human R;ghts 

4 and the Declaration embodied 
in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). In one of these 

resolutions, the 
Special Committee recommended that the Security Council and the General Assembly 
should take the positive measures laid down in 

the Charter to ensure respect for 
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the rights of the African populations in Southern Rhodesia, in Territories under 

Portuguese administration, in South West Africa and in Basutoland, Bechuanaland 

and swaziland. At the same time, the Special Comndttee requested all States and 

all international institutions to refuse assi~tance of any kind to the Governments 

of Portugal and South Africa and the minority settler r6gime of Southern Rhodesia, 

so long as the latter failed to renounce their policy of colonial domination and 

the practice of apartheid. 

I am hopeful that the Special Committee's work in Africa will have served 

to demonstrate further the concern of the United Nations for the position of 

the dependent peoples and to enable the Special Committee to increase its 

contribution to the speedy emergence of their countries from dependence . 

It may be timely to recall, in a year proclaimed as International Co-operation 

Year, that the Declaration contained in General Assembly resolution 1514 (A~) was 

adopted nearly five years ago. In it, the General Assembly declared, inter alia, 

that: 

"5. Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and Non-Self-Governing 
Territories or all other territories which have not yet attained 
independence, to transfer all powers to the peoples of these 
territories, without any conditions or reservations, in accordance 
with their freely expressed will and desire, without any distinction 
as to race, creed or colour, in order to enable them to enjoy 
complete independence and freedom." 

It is my earnest hope that all Member States and in particular the 

administering Powers will, in a spirit of constructive co-operation, do their 

utmost to assist the dependent peoples to achieve their aspirations in conditions 

of peace and harmony. 

The situation in the Republic of South Africa presents no less dark and 

disturbing a picture than previously. As a result of further study by the United 

Nations organs, it was also revealed in clearer detail than ever before . The 

Expert Committee established under the Security Council resolution of 18 June 1964 
submitted its report at the end of February 1965. 'I·he Special Committee on the 

Policies of Apartheid of the Government of the Republic of South Africa continued 

to follow the situation constantly and submitted two reports to the General 

Assembly and the Security Council, with a number of recommendations for action. 
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It is to be regretted that the South African Government has failed to respond 

to the invitation of the Security Council to accept the main conclusion of the 

Group of Experts that 11all the people of South Africa should be brought into 

consultation and should thus be enabled to decide the future of their country at 

the national level11
• Such consultations are crucial to any efforts to find a 

solution which would take into account the legitimate rights and concerns of all 

the people of South Africa. Attempts to impose solutions by force, when a great 

majority of the people do not have representation in the sovereign Parliament, can 

only lead to increased bitterness, tension and conflict. 

The Security Council and the General Assembly are due to consider the 

situation soon in the light of the most recent developments, which have in no way 

diminished its seriousness. The overwhelming feeling among Member States is 

clearly that it is essential to secure an abandonment of the policies of apartheid 

and a resolution of the situation through the full, peaceful and orderly application 

of human rights and fundamental freedoms to all the inhabitants of South Africa, 

regardless of race, colour or creed, in order to forestall serious dangers to 

peace and to fulfil the objectives of the United Nations. I would hope, therefore, 

that earnest efforts will be made to overcome differences about procedures and 

specific measures and that effective action commanding the widest support in the 

Organization will be taken. 

Such action, in my opinion, should make it clear that the solution sought 

by the United Nations is one which takes full account of the legitimate rights 

and concerns of all the people of South Africa, and which emerges through free 

discussions among representatives of all the people. It should express the 

readiness and willingness of the United Nations to assist those people in the 

search for such a solution. In view of the grave dangers of tension and conflict, 

the United Nations should give the utmost attention to political and h~nitarian 

measures which would not leave violence as the only means of fulfilling legitimate 

aspirations, and which would help counteract the growth of racial bitterness and 

tension. In this connexion, I wish to express my appreciation to several Member 

States who have responded to the appeal in General Assembly resolution 1978 B 

(XVIII) of 16 December 1963 for assistance to families of persons persecuted for 

their opposition to apartheid. 
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consultation with the appropriate 
Meanwhile I have been taking steps, in 

to establish a programme for the education and training of 
specialized agencies' of fellm·rships and grants have been 

South Africans abroad. A limited number to 
d. q66 and the full programme is expected 

d d for the academic year l/u5-l/ ' 
awar e . t I hope that this programme will receive the 
come into operat~on nex year. 

generous support of Member States . . h th 
the actual financial crisis, in wh~c e 

I feel bound to emphasize that . 
- f d itself placed has by no means been dlspelled 

. t• has for too long oun ' 
Organlza lOll . 1 C •ttee on Peace-keeping Operations and, 

ched by the Specla oroml 
by the consensus rea 1q65 ~s I write these 

acce ted by the General Assembly on 1 September ;; . . 
in effect, p serious, and it seems approprlate for me 

f ;nancial difficulties remain words, our ...._ 
to restate them here in factual terms. 

During the first eight months of this 

meet its current operating expenses and to 

year the Organization's cash outgo to 

settle some of its most pressing debts 

As a result it was necessary on cash income. 
to borrow money temporarily from special funds 

from prior years exceeded its 

several occasions during this period 

and accounts in my custody, in order 
to meet the payroll and other day-to-day 

expenses· . · d a total of 
31 A st 1~5 the Organizat1on recelve · 

Between 1 January and ugu /u ' t 
· ting of advance paymen s 

. t 1 $73 6 million from Governments cons1S . . ~ 
approxlffia e Y · s for 1Y05 
towards the regular budget and United Nations Emergency Force eulxpen::dget a:d 

d tributions to the reg ar ' 
($35 4 million); payments of assesse con . . . the 

• F rce and the United Nations Operatlon ln 
to the accounts of the Emergency 0 

• • to assist 
. ($18 5 million)· voluntary contr~butlons 

Congo for 1964 and prlor years · ' 
. t financial difficulties and voluntary 

the Organization out of lts presen · ($, 8 5 
·llion)· and 

d c go accounts ~ · IDl ' 
contributions to the Emergency Force an on . . . ) During the same period 
deferred payment for a United Nations bond ($1.2 m1111on . ived in an amount 

h f om staff assessment' viaS rece 
miscellaneous income, other t an r · F 

1 b dget and Emergency orce 
estimated at $4.3 million in respect of the regu ar u 

accounts. t f the eight-month period in respec o 
The Organization's expenses for the same 1 stimated as having totalled approximate y 

regular budget and the Emergency Force are e . was 
. t operating expenses, lt 

$72 million. Since, in addition to pay1ng curren 
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necessary to settle some of the more pressing debts fram prior years, all the 

income received in the first eight months of 1965 was disbursed, the relatively 

modest cash balances which the Organi~ation had available at the beginning of this 

year were drawn down, and it became necessary to resort to the borrowings 

referred to above . 

My estimate is that, as of the beginning of September, an amount of 

approximately $100 million would be required to enable the Organization to liquidate~ 

in full the obligations currently outstanding against the special accounts of the 

United Nations Emergency Force and the United Nations Operation in the Congo; to 

meet in full the additional obligations that will be incurred, in the case of the 

Emergency Force, between l s·eptember 1965 and such time as a decision will have 

been reached at the twentieth session of the General Assembly on the future of 

that operation and its financing; to restore the vJorking Capital Fund to its 

authorized level of $40 million; and to cover amounts due to Member States as 

adjustments on assessed contributions for the costs of the two peace-keeping 

forces . 

It has been agreed, in the terms of the consensus referred to earlier, that 

these financial difficulties should be solved through voluntary contributions by 

Member States . At the time of writing, such contributions paid or pledged total 

somewhat less than one-fifth of the amount required. I have already made an 

urgent appeal to all who have not yet done so to come forward with contributions . 

I should like to reiterate this appeal; and I do so with some confidence that, on 

reflection, Governments will see the clear and pressing need to enable the 

Organization to solve its financial difficulties, in view of the stake they have 

in its survival and the value they attach to its present and potential usefulness. 

I was gratified to be able to announce, just before l September 1965, the date 

recoiP.mended by the General Assembly in resolution 1991 (XVIII), that the amendments 

to the Charter approved under that resolution had been ratified by more than two

thirds of the Members of the United Nations, including all the permanent members of 

the Security Council . 

The amendments enlarge the Security Council and the Economic and Social 

Council, and alter the number of votes necessary for decisions by the Security 

Council. In order to give effect to the amendments, elections will be held during 
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t 
ntieth session of the General Assembly to fill both the new seats and those 

the \•Te 1 Th · d e 
hich will become vacant on 31 December 1965 in the two Counci s . ~s proce ~ 

w (XVIII) h"ch provides that elect~ons 
. consistent with Assembly resolution 1991 ' w ~ . 
J.S t th time In accordance wJ.th 
to fill both old and new seats should be held a e same • 

ibl the term of office of 
rule 140 of the rules of procedure of the General Assem y, 

members of the Councils will begin on 1 January 1966. . . 
the . . . th t th ish of the OrganJ.zat~on 

It will be a matter of general satJ.sfactJ.on a e w 
·t.;on of two of its principal organs reflect more adequately the 

to see the compos~ • 
present me~bership wi~l thus be fulfilled with a minimum of delay. 

I referred at the beginning to certain developments on the international scene 

which have inevitably had their repercussions on the United Nations. Of these, 

perhaps the most important is the escalation of the conflict in Viet-~am, even 

though, paradoxically, the problem of Viet-Nam is one in re~ard to ~hJ.ch the 

Organization has not been able to take any constructive act~on. Th~s of course is 

extent understandable . The settlement reached at Geneva in 1954 prescribed 
to some t f 11 Neither North 
no role for the Organization in the settlement that was o o ow. 

a ~Jemiber of the United Nations, and most . recently 
Viet-Nam nor South Viet-Nam is ru 

in the Viet-Nam conflict have openly voiced the view 
the parties directly interested 

such has no place in the search for a solution for the 
that the United Nations as 
problem of Viet-Nam. This last factor, of course, 

United Nations from discussing the problem, but it 

cannot by itself prevent the 

does militate against the 

able to Play a constructive role at this stage. Organization being 
the Profound effect that the Viet-Nam situation is having on 

It is because of 
11 reg"onal importance, and the shadow it casts on almost 

problems of global as we as ... 
that I have devoted considerable personal 

every area of international co-operation, 

effort in the t gett.;ng the parties concerned to stop the 
realm of quiet diplomacy o • 

the discussions which alone, in my view, can lead to a fighting and to start 

solution. I remain as fully convinced as ever that total victory or total defeat 

f th quest .; 0 n and that military action cannot 
for one side or the other is out o e • 

The only way to those goals is the 
bring peace and restore stability to the area . 

s t at ed previously, that those 
by all 

way of discussions; and it is clear, as I have 

discussions can yield fruitful results only if t here is a willingness 
sides 

to make major concessions. 
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I cannot emphasize too strongly the profound and dangerous effect which, 

however paradoxical the circumstances, the present situation in Viet-Nam is having 

on the atmosphere in the United Nations, reflecting in turn the impact of the 

dispute upon the relations between East and West . Patient and persistent efforts 

over several years, within the United Nations as well as outside it, had brought 

East and VJest closer together than at any other time in the past decade and had 

opened up many real possibilities of fruitful collaboration. Signs at last ;.rere 

present of a thaw in international affairs which could be encouraged not only to 

endure but also to spread around the world . The conflict over Viet-Nam has 

cruelly set back that trend and has served to revive, to intensify and even to 

extend some of the attitudes of the cold war . The conflict engages not only the 

lives of the soldiers and civilians who are caught up in the present fighting . 

It threatens also to affect the peace of the world and the fate of all mankind . It 

must be stopped. 

One of the issues before the United Nations on which the situation in 

Viet-Nam has had a noticeable impact is disarmament, on which I have made some 

comments elsewhere in this introduction. The lack of substantial progress, both in 

the discussions of the Disarmament Commission in New York and the subsequent 

meetings of the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee in Geneva 
' 

is one obvious result of the intensification of the cold war . I feel most strongly, 

however, that the time has come when the nuclear Powers must agree on the total 

banning of nuclear tests, including underground tests, and take at least the first 

concrete steps towards the prevention o:l1 the proliferation of nuclear weapons . I 

am convinced that progress in these two directions is in the interest of all 

countries - whether they be large or small, nuclear or non-nuclear - and I very much 

hope that the deliberations of the twentieth session of the General Assembly will 

help tmvards progress in these two directions . 

I also venture to hope that at its twentieth session the General Assembly ivill 

approve the recommendations of the Disarmament Commission to hold a world 

disarmament conference . In this connexion, I cannot help observing that progress 

in disarmament, whether general or nuclear, can hardly be made if all the major 

military Powers of the vrorld, both in terms of conventional and nuclear weapons, 

are not enabled to participate in the deliberations . I ·would regard it as 
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essential, therefore, that the world disarmament conference should be held under 

conditions which would make it possible for all countries, if they so wished, to 

participate in it . 

Both the Viet-Nam situation and the disarmament impasse point once again to 

the imperative need for the United Nations to achieve universality of membership 

as soon as possible. Being aware of the political and other difficulties involved 

in bringing this about, I should like to renew the suggestion which I made in the 

introduction to my last annual report to the effect that, in the meantime, the 

countries not at present represented in New York should be enabled to maintain 

contact with the world body and listen to its deliberations, and thus be more 

directly exposed to the views of the rest of maru~ind. I feel, indeed, that the 

experience of the last ten months has reinforced the view I expressed on this matter 

last November . I have no doubt that the true interests of peace would be better 

served if non-Member States were to be encouraged to maintain observers at 

United Nations Headquarters so that they may be in a position to sense the currents 

and cross - currents of world opinion which are so uniquely-concentrated in the 

Organization. Meanwhile, it is to be r~corded that last year the General Assembly 

admitted three new Members - Mala>vi, Malta, and Zambia - and that applications are 

nmv pending on the part of the Gambia, the Maldive Islands and Singapore. 

The importance of the universality of membership applies not only to the 

political work of the United Nations, but also to its economic and social activities. 

In this connexion, I feel that it is very important that the Governments of all 

Member States should be enabled to participate in the work of at least one of the 

regional economic commissions. The excellent record of co-operative endeavour and 

positive results which the regional economic commissions have been able to achieve 

is no doubt responsible for the desire of some Member Governments, now denied such 

participation, to be enabled to join in this constructive effort. Inasmuch as the 

regional commissions have so far been able to get on with their work in the 

interests of the economic benefits of the countries involved, avoiding as far as 

possible political considerations, I hope that this widening of participation may 

be possible . 

In addition to making progress towards universality of membership, we have 

also striven very hard to achieve the participation of nationals of all Member 
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States in the Secretariat of the United Nations. Special efforts have been made 

to secure an adequate place in the Secretariat for nationals of those countries 

which, for one reason or another, have continued to be under-represented during 

recent years. These special efforts have included the dispatch of special missions 

for the recruitment of suitable candidates from countries of Africa and Eastern 

Europe. I hope that, thanks to their efforts, we shall be able to obtain a larger 

number of qualified candidates for service not only at Headquarters but also ·with 

the economic commissions and in the field offices. 

The events in the Caribbean which have been the subject of discussion in the 

United Nations in recent months have focused attention once again on the role of 

regional organizations in the maintenance of peace. In the case of the Dominican 

Republic, the regional organization concerned assumed virtually full responsibility 

for both a peace-keeping operation and the mediation of a political settlement, 

and the United Nations undertook only the limited - although, as it turned out, 

very important - function which I have described earlier. As I have stated, the 

fact that the United Nations operation had to function in parallel with that of 

the regional organization led inevitably to difficulties in relationships. Without 

wishing to comment further on this specific situation, and without intending to 

question the competence of any regional organization to take action in conformity 

with the terms of its own constitution, I maintain the view which I expressed at the 

time, that the developments in the Caribbean should stimulate some thought by all of 

us concerning the character of the regional organizations and the nature of their 

functions and obligations in relation to the responsibilities of the United Nations 

under our Charter. I believe that a good deal of thinking has in fact been applied 

to this question in a number of quarters, and I should like now to suggest that it 

is one which deserves some concerted study within the United Nations. 

In very recent weeks the international situation has again been deeply 

disturbed, in this case by the armed conflict which broke out between India and 

Pakistan over the long-standing problem of Kashmir. At the time of writing I am, 

in compliance with resolutions adopted with the full support of the Security Council, 

actively engaged in the endeavour to bring the fighting to an end; and, in 

accordance with the decisions vrhich the Council has so far taken, I shall continue 

to exert every effort to bring about a return to peaceful conditions in the area . 

/ ... 
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Under the circumstances it would be inappropriate for me to comment here on the 

situation as it now stands. One thing already clear, hovrever, is the danger, which 

the Kashmir conflict has once more broug~t home, of leaving without a solution 

grave problems affecting relations between States, in the hope that the mere 

passage of time may solve them. vle must draw from it a warning of the ever-present 

danger of an explosion, in any part of the world, if long-standing sources of 

conflict are not dealt with in a purposeful manner, and when any incident is 

capable of raising national emotions to fever-pitch. Such warnings may, I feel, 

increase our recognition of the importance of having an effective international 

machinery which can intervene in such difficult situations. From this it follm·rs 

that if the United Nations is to be an effective instrument for the maintenance 
' 

of peace and security, it should not continue to have to contend with financial and 

other inadequacies. The Organization, to be strong and eff~ctive, must also be 

solvent. 

The· ten months that have passed have without doubt been difficult ones in the 

history of the United Nations. On the other hand, the situation in the world today 

has brought home, I believe, to all Member States how important it is that the 

United Nations should function effectively. I should like to believe that the 

Organization is emerging from its recent crisis '\'Tith a new spirit of confidence 

and determination that will be reflected, in the first instance, in the work of the 

twentieth session of the General Assembly. A heavy responsibility now lies on all 

Members to translate revived hopes into those measurable achievements that can only 

be attained by far-sighted initiatives and by a ·Hill to find and agree on common 

measures and programmes of action. 

All Member States have a stake in the maintenance of international peace and 

security, which is, in fact, the condition of their own survival. In the common 

task of preserving peace, there is no better instrument available to them than the 

United Nations. If the Organization is a fragile instrument, and still 

insufficiently universal in its nature, it rests with the Member States to make it 

more durable in substance and all-embracing in scope. It is understandable that 

the United Nations should mirror the difficulties and disensions which we see in so 

many parts of the world today; but in reflecting these distortions of peace the 

mirror itself should not be allowed to distort the image further. The image, 

hovrever disturbing, must be clearly seen, so that in full awareness of the realities 

we may continue to move patiently but purposefully tovTards the goal of peace. 




